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1. Basics 
“In the Beginning was the Command Line”. (Neal Stephenson) 

Although a graphical user interface (GUI) can dramatically simplify computer use, in many 

contexts the most powerful and flexible way to interact with a computer is through a 

command-line interface (CLI). In such an interface, the user types commands that tell the 

computer to perform desired tasks. These commands can then be combined in various ways 

to achieve a variety of outcomes. 

1.1 Running a terminal 
To run a command-line command, we first need to start a terminal, which is the program that 

gives us a command line. 

• Click on the terminal icon 

  

Every command line starts with some symbol or symbols designed to “prompt” you to action. 

The prompt usually ends with a dollar sign $ and is preceded by information that depends on 

the details of your system. For example, on your system prompt might look like this: 

 

1.1.1 Exercises 
• Open and close a terminal 

• Open and close multiple terminals 

• Most modern terminal programs have the ability to create multiple tabs which are 

useful for organizing a set of related terminal windows. By examining the menu items 

for your terminal program, figure out how to create a new tab. 

• Learn the keyboard shortcut for creating a new tab. (Learning keyboard shortcuts is 

an excellent habit) 
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1.2 Our first command 
We are now prepared to run our first command, which prints the word “Genomics” to the 

screen. (The place where characters get printed is known as “standard out”, which is usually 

just the screen, and rarely refers to a physical printer). 

The command is echo, and the argument is the string of characters —or simply string for 

short—that we want to print. To run the echo command, type “echo hello” at the prompt, 

and then press the Return key (also called Enter): 

$ echo Genomics 

Genomics 

$ 

(I recommend always typing the commands out yourself, which will let you learn more than 

if you rely on copying and pasting). 

Here we see that echo Genomics prints “Genomics” and then returns another prompt. Note 

that, for brevity, I’ve omitted all characters in the prompt except the dollar sign $. 

 

Just to make the pattern clear, let’s try a second echo command: 

$ echo "Rules" 

Rules  

$ echo 'Rules' 

Rules  

$ 

 

Note here that we’ve wrapped “Rules” in quotation marks—and we also see that we can use 

either double quotes, as in "Rules ", or single quotes, as in 'Rules '. Such quotes can be used 

to group strings visually, though in many contexts they are not required by echo. 

$ echo Genomics Rules 

Genomics Rules 

$ echo "Genomics Rules" 

Genomics Rules  

$ 
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One thing that can happen when using quotes is accidentally not matching them, as follows: 

$ echo "Genomics Rules 

> 

At this point, it seems we’re stuck! Like Winnie the Pooh up there. There are specific ways 

out of this quandary (in fact, in this case you can just add a closing quote and hit return), but 

it’s good to have a general strategy for getting out of trouble. This strategy is called “Ctrl-C”. 

1.2.1 Getting Out of trouble 
When using the command line, there are lots of things that can get you in trouble, by which I 

mean the terminal will just hang or otherwise end up in a state that makes entering further 

commands difficult or impossible. Here are some examples of such commands: 

$ echo "Genomics 

$ grep foobar 

$ yes 

$ tail 

$ cat 

In every case, the solution is the same: hit Ctrl-C (pronounced “control-see”). Here Ctrl refers 

to the “control” key on your keyboard, and C refers to the key labeled “C”. Ctrl-C thus means 

“While holding down the control key, press C.” In particular, C does not refer to the capital 

letter C, so you should not press Shift in addition to Ctrl. (Ctrl-C sends a control code to the 

terminal and has nothing to do with producing a capital C when typing normal text.) The result 

of typing Ctrl-C is sometimes written as  ⌃C, like this: 

$ tail 

 ^C 

The origins of Ctrl-C are somewhat obscure, but as a mnemonic I like to think of it as meaning 

“cancel”. However you remember it, do remember it: when you get into trouble at the 

command line, your best bet is usually to hit Ctrl-C. 
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Note: When Ctrl-C fails, 90% of the time hitting ESC (escape) will do the trick. 

1.2.2 Exercises 
• Write the classic command that prints out the string “Hello, world!” 

o do it two different ways, both with and without using quotation marks, and 

with single and double quotation marks 

• Type the command echo 'Hello (with a mismatched single quote), and then get out 

of trouble using the technique we just saw 

 

1.3 Man pages 
The program we’re using to run a command line, which is technically known as a shell, 

includes a mysterious but powerful tool to learn more about available commands. This tool is 

itself a command-line command called man (short for “manual”). Its argument is the name 

of the command (such as echo) that we want to learn more about. Try to read the manual of 

our first command: 

$ man echo 

 

On the last line of this output, note the presence greyed line: which indicates that there is 

more information below. You should be able to access subsequent information one line at a 

time by pressing the down arrow key, or one page at a time by pressing the spacebar, or even 

use the mouse wheel. To exit the man page, press “q” (for “quit”). (This interface to the man 

pages is the same as for the less program, which we will learn about later). 

Because man itself is a command, we can apply man to man 

$ man man 
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This is what I meant above when I described man pages as “mysterious”. Indeed, in many 

cases I find the details of man pages to be almost impossible to understand, but being able to 

scan over the man page to get a high-level overview of a command is a valuable skill, one 

worth acquiring. To get used to reading man pages, I recommend always running man 

<command name> when encountering a new command. Even if the details aren’t entirely 

clear, reading the man pages will help develop the valuable skill of technical sophistication 

and problem solving. 

By the way, secret questions to fix 90% of the problems you will find in Bioinformatics: 

Have you restarted the application? 

Have you rebooted the device? 

Have you tried uninstalling and reinstalling the app? 

 

1.3.1 Exercises 
• By default, the echo command prints its argument to the screen and then puts the 

new prompt on a new line. The way it does this is by appending a special character 

called a newline (a special character that literally puts the string on a new line, written 

in many contexts as “backslash n” \n). Because echo is often used in programs to print 
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out a sequence of strings not separated by newlines, there is a special command-line 

option to prevent the newline from being inserted. 

By reading the man page for echo, determine the command needed to print out 

“Genomics” without the trailing newline, and verify using your terminal that it works 

as expected. 

• Try to print multiple empty lines by merging words and newline special backslash 

characters \n. (Hint: you should enable a specific option for it to work). 

 

1.4 Editing the line 
Command lines include several features to make it easy to repeat previous commands, 

possibly in edited form. These and many other command-line features often involve special 

keys on the keyboard, so for reference the following Table shows these symbols for the 

various keys. 

Key Symbol 

Control ⌃ 
Shift ⇧ 
Option ⌥ 
Up, down, left, right ↑ ↓ ← → 
Enter/Return ↵ 
Tab ⇥ 
Delete 

 

One of the most useful ways to edit the line is to “up arrow” ↑, which simply retrieves the 

previous command. Pressing up arrow again moves further up the list of commands, while 

“down arrow” ↓ goes back toward the bottom. 

Other common ways to edit the line use the control key, which (as we saw in the previous 

box) is usually written as Ctrl or ⌃. For example, when typing a new command, or dealing with 

a previous command, it is often convenient to be able to move quickly within the line. 

Suppose we typed: 

$ genomics 

only to realize that we wanted to put echo in front of it. We could use the left arrow key ← to 

get to the beginning of the line, but it’s easier to type ⌃A, which takes us there immediately. 

Similarly, ⌃E moves to the end of the line. Finally, ⌃U clears to the beginning of the line and 

lets us start over. On recent Unix systems, like yours, also the Home and End keys will work 

as ^A and ^E. 

The combination of ⌃A, ⌃E, and ⌃U will work on all systems, but they don’t do you much good 

if you’re editing a longer line, such as this one containing a line from Inferno Canto XXVI by 

Dante: 

$ echo 'Lo maggior coRno de la fiamma antica' 
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Suppose we wanted to change “coRno” to “corno” to keep Dante from turning in his grave. 

We could type ⌃A followed by the right arrow key a few times, or you could use a combination 

of Ctrl and arrows to move word by word. ^← and ^→. 

At the end of this Bioinformatics course you will type very long commands. I suggest you move 

around the command line with a combination of ⌃A, ⌃E, and right & left arrow keys. 

1.4.1 Exercises 
• Using the up arrow, print to the screen the strings “fee”, “fie”, “foe”, and “fum” 

without retyping echo each time. 

• Copy/paste this sentence in the terminal and correct the capitalization and the extra 

characters using the commands you just learned to move around the line. Then echo 

the sentence. PS you don’t need to know Italian for this: in the future we will do the 

same with DNA sequences, that are even more cryptic. 

faTti on fostE a*** viver com***e bruti ma per se**guir virtute e cAnoscenzA 

Hint: you can paste on the terminal by right clicking on it, or with Shift-Ctrl-V 

 

1.5 Cleaning Up 
You should have written a lot of stuff in your terminal by now. Sometimes it is convenient to 

clean up your command line, which we can do with clear: 

$ clear 

A keyboard shortcut for this is ⌃L. 

Similarly, when we are done with a terminal window (or tab) and are ready to exit, we can 

use the exit command: 

$ exit 

A keyboard shortcut for this is ⌃D. Careful with it: you may lose an important terminal session. 

1.5.1 Exercises 
• Clear the contents of the current tab using a CTRL command 

• Open a new tab, execute echo 'genomics', and then exit 
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• Reopen a terminal, open a second tab in it, focus on it and try to see if the previous 

commands are still in memory 

 

1.6 Summary of Unix Basics 
Here’s a summary of what you have learned. 

Command Description Example 

echo <string> Print string to screen $ echo hello 

man <command> Display manual page for 
command 

$ man echo 

⌃C Get out of trouble $ tail ⌃C 

⌃A Move to beginning of line 

⌃E Move to end of line 

⌃U Delete to beginning of line 

Option-click Move cursor to location clicked 

Up & down arrow Scroll through previous commands 

clear or ⌃L Clear screen $ clear 

exit or ⌃D Exit terminal $ exit 

 

1.6.1 Exercises 
• Write a command to print the string My favourite topic: "Genomics", 

including the quotes; i.e., take care not to print out My favourite topic: 

Genomics instead. There are several ways to do this. Hint: remember you can use 

both single and double quotes. And remember about the magic \ backslash character 

from before. 

• By running man sleep, figure out how to make the terminal “sleep” for 5 seconds, 

and execute the command to do so. 

• Execute the command to sleep for 5000 seconds. How many hours is that? Cancel the 

command following the “get out of trouble” strategy. 
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2. Manipulating files 
2.1 Why using the command line to manipulate files 
Having covered how to run a basic command, we’re now ready to learn how to manipulate 

files, one of the most important tasks at the command line. Because this lesson assumes no 

technical prerequisites, we’re not going to require any familiarity with programs designed to 

edit text. This means that we’ll need to create files by hand at the command line. But this is a 

feature, not a bug. 

One important part of learning bioinformatics is becoming familiar with the hacker, nerd, 
and geek culture from which much of it springs. For example, the phrase “It’s not a bug, it’s 
a feature” is a common way of recasting a seeming flaw as a virtue. As the Urban Dictionary 
puts it: 

It’s not a bug, it’s a feature 

Excuse made by bioinformaticians when they try to convince the 
experimental biologist that a flaw in their work is actually what it’s supposed 
to be doing. 

 
Creating and working with files with the command line only is useful because one day you will 

find yourself in a command-line only environment, like the High Performance Computer 

system at CINECA: 

 

These beasts can be tamed only by the UNIX command line. 
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We will jump a bit ahead of ourselves and login to a remote free server hosted in the United 

States. We will use the secure shell ssh command: 

ssh studentgenomics@tty.sdf.org 

password: 4genomics4 

Type “yes”: we trust the remote server. Press what it asks you until you reach the prompt 

2.1.1 Exercises 
• Compare, in two different tabs, the output of man echo in your local machine and 

in the remote United States server. 

It’s a bit too early to be operating on a remote server, so we will just give the command  exit 

and go back to our terminal. 

 

2.2 Redirecting and appending 
The output of echo normally is printed on the screen (STDOUT or “standard out”) and then 

lost forever. What if we wanted to store it in a file? 

Let’s take a “word” made of nucleotide letters. You can use copy/paste, or you may risk 

introducing “mutations” into it. I assume you already know, but just in case: 

A: Adenine 

C: Cytosine 

G: Guanine 

T: Thymine 

echo "TTGCTTTTTTTGTCTTCTTCAGACCAC" 

Our task now is to create a file containing this line. Even without the benefit of a text editor, 

it is possible to do this using the redirect operator >: 

echo "TTGCTTTTTTTGTCTTCTTCAGACCAC" > sequence.txt 

 (Bonus tip: you don’t need to copy/paste the second command. Recall that you can use up 

arrow to retrieve the previous command). Here the right-angle bracket > takes the string 

output from echo and redirects its contents to a file called sequence.txt. 

How can we tell if the redirect worked? Well you could double click on Home and check 
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But we have to stick to the command line. There are several ways to inspect files in the 

command line. The first and easiest is cat, which simply dumps the contents of the file to 

the screen: 

$ cat sequence.txt 

The name cat is short for “concatenate”, which is a hint that it can be used to combine the 

contents of multiple files, but the usage above (to dump the contents of a single file to the 

screen) is extremely common. Think of cat as a “quick-and-dirty” way to view the contents of 

a particular file: 

 

In order to add the second line of the sonnet (in modernized spelling), we can use the append 

operator >> as follows: 

$ echo "GACATGGGACTCAGCGACGGG" >> sequence.txt 

The file will look like this 

$ cat sequence.txt 

 

Let’s introduce a MUTATION to this sequence. We will repeat what we did before but with 

slightly different sequences 

$ echo "TCGCTTTTTTTGTCTTCTTCAGACCAC" > another.txt 

$ echo "GACATGGGACTCAGCGACGGG" >> another.txt 

$ cat another.txt 
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In order to facilitate the comparison of files that are similar but not identical, Unix systems 

come with the helpful diff command: 

$ diff sequence.txt another.txt 

It will show you the LINEs that are different. Another useful command to know which 

characters are different is cmp (as in “compare”). 

$ cmp sequence.txt another.txt 

Which will report the line and character (byte) where the differences are. 

2.2.1 Exercises 
• The string you were using is a DNA or a RNA sequence? 

• Generate a file genomics.txt with the same word “Genomics” repeated three times in 

three different lines, using echo and > once and >> twice. 

• Use cat to combine the contents of sequence.txt and genomics.txt using a single 

command, yielding the file abomination.txt. Hint: The cat command can take 

multiple arguments. 

• Check differences between abomination.txt and sequence.txt 

 

2.3 Short Break: the unknown sequence 
We will now leave the terminal for a few minutes and jump forward in time, to sequence 

analysis. 

The sequence we added in the file “sequence.txt” 

$ cat sequence.txt 

TTGCTTTTTTTGTCTTCTTCAGACCAC 

GACATGGGACTCAGCGACGGG 

is not a random one. It is a nucleotide specimen from a very special organism. Whenever 

facing an unknown sequence, the first instinct of the bioinformatician is to go online to a tool 

called BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) and use it to identify the sequence. 

You can find BLAST here: 

➔ https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi 

➔ Do you click on “protein blast” or “nucleotide blast”? 

➔ Entry query sequence: copy/paste the two lines of your mysterious sequence 

2.3.1 Exercises 
• What is the purpose of this nucleotide sequence? 

• What is the most likely organism from which this sequence was extracted? 

• What are closely related species you will see from the BLAST output? 

• What are the differences if you paste only the first line of the sequence? 

https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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We will talk about BLAST and sequence analysis in future lessons. Now, back to your terminal! 

 

 
 

2.4 Listing 
After our little tour outside the terminal, we will learn about the most frequently typed 

command on the Unix command line: ls, short for “list”. 

$ ls 

You will see several files and directories. In your Unix, the directories have a different colour, 

which one is it? 

The ls command simply lists all the files and directories in the current directory (except for 

those that are hidden, which we’ll learn more about in a moment). In this sense, it’s effectively 

a command-line version of the graphical browser. 

The ls command can be used to check if a file (or directory) exists, because trying to ls a 

nonexistent file results in an error message. 

$ ls sequence.txt 

sequence.txt 

$ ls foo 

ls: foo: No such file or directory 

$ touch foo 

$ ls foo 

foo 

The touch command creates an empty file with the name foo, so the second time we run ls 

the error message is gone. touch also changes the modification time of a file, and it can be 

useful when your sysadmin wants to delete all files older than a year to free up space. 

One useful ability of ls is support for the wildcard character * (read “star”). For 

example, to list all files ending in “.txt”, we would type this: 

$ ls *.txt 

abomination.txt  another.txt  genomics.txt  sequence.txt 

Here *.txt (read “star dot tee-ex-tee”) automatically expands to all the filenames that match 

the pattern “any string followed by .txt”. 
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There are three particularly important optional forms of ls, starting with the “long form”, 

using the option -l (read “dash-ell”): 

$ ls -l *.txt 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 student student 77 mar 5 20:05 abomination.txt 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 student student 50 mar 5 19:48 another.txt 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 student student 27 mar 5 20:04 genomics.txt 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 student student 50 mar 5 19:45 sequence.txt 

From my output, you will now which day I prepared this exercise. 

You can also list files by last time modified with the option -t 

$ ls -l -t 

Or you can sort them by the reverse time modified, adding also the option -r 

$ ls -l -t -r 

For almost all UNIX commands, you can use the compact mode for options, with identical 

results: 

$ ls -ltr 

Finally, their order is irrelevant. This will give the same results: 

$ ls -trl 

 

2.2.1 Hidden files 
Finally, Unix has the concept of “hidden files”, which don’t show up by default when listing 

files. Hidden files and directories are identified by starting with a dot ., and are commonly 

used for things like storing user preferences. 

You can create a hidden file yourself 

$ echo "genomics" > .hidden.txt 

$ cat .hidden.txt 

The file exists but it won’t show up with ls, because it’s hidden 

$ ls 

To get ls to display hidden files and directories, we need to pass it the option -a (for “all”): 

$ ls -a 
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2.2.2 Exercises 
• What’s the command to list all the non-hidden files and directories that start with the 

letter “a”? 

• What is the command to list all the non-hidden files that contain the string “no”, long-

form by reverse modification time? Hint: Use the wildcard operator at both the 

beginning and the end. 

• What is the command to list all files (including hidden ones) by reverse modification 

time, in long form? 

 

2.5 Renaming, copying, deleting 
Next to listing files, probably the most common file operations involve renaming, copying, 

and deleting them. As with listing files, most modern operating systems provide a graphical 

user interface to such tasks, but in many contexts it is more convenient to perform them at 

the command line. 

The way to rename a file is with the mv command, short for “move”: 

$ echo "test text" > test 

$ mv test testfile.txt 

$ ls 

This renames the file called test to testfile.txt. The final step in the example runs ls to confirm 

that the file renaming was successful. 

The way to copy a file is with cp, short for “copy”: 

$ cp testfile.txt secondtest.txt 

$ ls 

secondtest.txt 

testfile.txt 

Finally, the command for deleting a file is rm, for “remove”: 

$ rm secondtest.txt 

$ ls secondtest.txt 

ls: cannot access 'secondtest.txt': No such file or 

directory 

The rm command is dangerous. It won’t ask for confirmation when deleting files and there is 

no recycle bin in the command line. You can also delete files using wildcards. So be careful: 
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$ touch a.doc 

$ touch b.doc 

$ rm *.doc 

 

By the way, in the calls to cp and rm above, we would almost certainly not type out testfile.txt 

or secondtest.txt. Instead, I would type something like test⇥ or sec⇥ (where ⇥ represents 

the tab key), thereby making use of tab completion. 

2.5.1 Tab Completion 
Most modern command-line programs (shells) support tab completion, which involves 

automatically completing a word if there’s only one valid match on the system. For example, 

if the only file starting with the letters “seq” is sequence.txt, we could create the command 

to print it it as follows: 

$ cat seq ⇥ 

where ⇥ is the tab key: 

  

The shell would then complete the filename, yielding cat sequence.txt. Especially with 

longer filenames (or directories), tab completion can save a huge amount of typing. It also 

lowers the cognitive load, since it means you don’t have to remember the full name of the 

file—only its first few letters. 

If the match is ambiguous, the word will be completed only as far as possible, so: 

$ touch genomancer.xyz 

$ ls ge ⇥ 

If you keep pressing ⇥ it will show all the files that match (in this case genomics.txt, 

genomance.xyz and the folder genomics2019). 

 

2.5.2 Why are all UNIX commands abbreviations? 
Instead of list, move, copy, and remove, we have ls, mv, cp, and rm. Why? 

Because UNIX was created when most computer users logged on to centralized servers over 

slow connections, and there could be a noticeable delay between the time users pressed a 

key and the time it appeared on the terminal. You also save time when typing them! 
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2.5.3 Exercises 
• Use the echo command and the redirect operator > to make a file called foo.txt 

containing the text “hello, world”. Then, using the cp command, make a copy of 

foo.txt called bar.txt. Using the diff command, confirm that the contents of both 

files are the same. 

• By combining the cat command and the redirect operator >, create a copy of foo.txt 

called baz.txt without using the cp command. 

• Create a file called quux.txt containing the contents of foo.txt followed by the contents 

of bar.txt. Hint: Remember: cat can take multiple arguments. 

• Like rm, mv is dangerous and it can overwrite a file without warning. Take a last look 

at our abomination.txt file with cat and then overwrite it by moving testfile.txt onto 

it. 

2.6 Summary 
Important commands learned in this section: 

Command Description Example 
> Redirect output to filename $ echo foo > foo.txt 

>> Append output to filename $ echo bar >> foo.txt 

cat <file> Print contents of file to screen $ cat hello.txt 

diff <f1> <f2> Diff files 1 & 2 $ diff foo.txt bar.txt 

ls List directory or file $ ls hello.txt 

ls -l List long form $ ls -l hello.txt 

ls -rtl Long by reverse modification time $ ls -rtl 

ls -a List all (including hidden) $ ls -a 

touch <file> Create an empty file $ touch foo 

mv <old> <new> Rename (move) from old to new $ mv foo bar 

cp <old> <new> Copy old to new $ cp foo bar 

rm <file> Remove (delete) file $ rm foo 

rm -f <file> Force-remove file $ rm -f bar 
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2.6.1 Exercises 
• Type the sequence of commands needed to create an empty file called foo, rename it 

to bar, and copy it to baz. 

• What is the command to list only the files starting with the letter “g”? Hint: Use a 

wildcard. 

• Remove both bar and baz using a single call to rm. Hint: If those are the only two files 

in the current directory that start with the letter “b”, you can use the wildcard pattern 

from the previous exercise. 

• Using echo and copy/paste, create a file dante.txt containing this text: 

Lo maggior corno de la fiamma antica 
cominciò a crollarsi mormorando, 
pur come quella cui vento affatica; 
indi la cima qua e là menando, 
come fosse la lingua che parlasse, 
gittò voce di fuori e disse: "Quando 
mi dipartì da Circe che sottrasse 
me più di un anno là presso a Gaeta, 
prima che sì Enëa la nomasse, 
né dolcezza di figlio né la pieta 
del vecchio padre né il debito amore 
lo qual dovea Penelopè far lieta, 
vincer potero dentro a me l ardore 
che io ebbi a divenir del mondo esperto 
e de li vizi umani e del valore; 

Why can’t you use double quotes (") for this? 
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3. Inspecting files 
Having seen how to create and manipulate files, now it’s time to learn how to examine their 

contents. This is especially important for files too long to fit on a single screen. We saw how 

to use the cat command to dump the file contents to the screen, but this doesn’t work very 

well for longer files. 

3.1 Downloading a file 
To give us a place to start, rather than creating a long file by hand (which is cumbersome) 

we’ll download a file from the Internet using the powerful curl utility (“contactURL”), which 

allows us to interact with a URL at the command line. Although it’s not part of the core UNIX 

command set, we can install it! 

3.1.1 Installing a program 
First, check that we don’t have the curl program: 

$ curl 

 

No problem, we can install it, and our UNIX (the mighty Xubuntu) even tells us how 

$ sudo apt install curl 

When, asked, your password is 4genomics4 and yes it’s case-sensitive. 

If the install doesn’t work, it means the program repository is not updated, run: 

$ sudo apt update 

$ sudo apt install curl 

Let’s now type 

$ curl 

 

There are in fact three ways to print a manual for this program. One is the classic man, the 

others give a slightly different result (no idea why) 

$ man curl 

$ curl –help 

$ curl --manual 

Let’s check where it was installed using the which 

$ which curl 

It was installed in the directory for Higher level user programs, which one? 
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3.1.2 Downloading a file with curl 
Be sure to copy the command exactly; in particular, note that the option -OL contains a capital 

letter “O” (O) and not a zero (0). Check out what the option -O and -L do using tha manual 

command. Also, a common alternative to curl is wget. 

We will download a file containing some biological sequences, stored in this Dropbox URL: 

$ curl -OL https://www.dropbox.com/s/baqsc4kjngsa4oj/myoglobins.fa.gz 

3.1.3 Repeating commands 
Sometimes we have to type CURL twice, e.g. if the connection is lost. 

In order to do so, you can use the upper arrow ↑ and look for previous commands as we 

showed before. Or you can use the “bang bang” operator trick 

$ !! 

We can also specify to rerun the last specific command, for example the last curl, with a single 

bang: 

$ !curl 

Depending on our history of commands, the even shorter !cu or !c would work as well. This 

technique is especially useful when the desired command last happened many commands 

ago, which can make hitting up arrow cumbersome. 

A second and incredibly powerful technique is ⌃R, which lets you search interactively 

through your previous commands, and then optionally edit the result before executing. For 

example, we could try this to bring up the last curl command: 

$ Ctrl-R 

(reverse-i-search)`': curl 

You can get out from an unwanted ^R with our friend ^C 

3.1.4 Exercises 
• Use the command curl -I https://www.google.com to fetch the HTTP 

header for the main Google website. What is the HTTP status code for the address? 

How does this differ from the status code for www.google.com (without the https://)? 

• Using ls, confirm that myoglobins.fa.gz exists on your system. How big is it in bytes? 

Hint: Recall the “long form” option of ls. 

• The byte count in myoglobins.fa.gz is high enough that it’s more naturally thought of 

in kilobytes (often treated as 1000 bytes, but actually equal to 210=1024 bytes). By 

adding -h (“human-readable”) option to ls, list the long form of the myoglobins.fa.gz 

file with a human-readable byte count. How big is it? 
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3.2 Visualizing file content in an intelligent way 
The myoglobins.fa.gz is a bigger file than those we used before. Also, in this particular case it 

is zipped with a program called gzip. The first command you learned to use was cat. Let’s 

try it on this file. 

$ cat myoglobins.fa.gz 

3.2.1 Gzipped files 
OK, so we need a way to unzip it. If you ever find a file like this on Windows, I suggest you use 

7-Zip, which handles all known zipped formats. On UNIX, you can do two things. 

First, you can simply visualize it with the cat for zipped files, zcat: 

$ zcat myoglobins.fa.gz 

But since we will use this file for further analysis, let’s unzip it with gunzip: 

$ gunzip myoglobins.fa.gz 

This will unzip the file to a new file myoglobins.fa.gz and, unlike than on Windows, it will 

delete the original gzipped file. So long. 

 

3.2.2 The FASTA format 
Let’s take a look at this file: 

$ cat myoglobins.fa 

The file is in FASTA format, a common Bioinformatics one, which perhaps you have 

encountered before. Common extensions for this format are .fa .fasta .fas. It one or more 

biological sequences (nucleotides or proteins) and it follows this format: 

 

Each sequence is preceded by a title, always starting with the > (“greater than”) symbol. 

The FASTA files can have also empty titles, or titles formatted differently, but this one is pretty 

standard. Also, here we are analyzing “short” sequences (less than 60 aminoacids each). If the 

sequences are longer, they could be formatted in multiple lines. As below: 
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Remember: the sequence corresponds to the title before it. 

3.2.3 Head and Tail 
Two complementary commands for inspecting files are head and tail, which respectively allow 

us to view the beginning (head) and end (tail) of the file. The head command by default 

shows the first 10 lines of the file. Use tab: it helps you! 

 

$ head myoglobins.fa 

>AGM75745.1 myoglobin, partial [Mammuthus primigenius] 

MGLSDGEWELVLKTWGKVEADIPGHGLEVFVRLFTGHPETLEKFDKFKHLKTEGEMKASE 

>XP_003419836.1 myoglobin [Loxodonta africana] 

MGLSDGEWELVLKTWGKVEADIPGHGLEVFVRLFTGHPETLEKFDKFKHLKTEGEMKASE 

>NP_776306.1 myoglobin [Bos taurus] 

MGLSDGEWQLVLNAWGKVEADVAGHGQEVLIRLFTGHPETLEKFDKFKHLKTEAEMKASE 

>NP_001273527.1 myoglobin [Pantholops hodgsonii] 

MGLSDGEWQLVLNAWGKVEADVAGHGQEVLIRLFTGHPETLEKFDKFKHLKTEAEMKASE 

>NP_005359.1 myoglobin [Homo sapiens] 

MGLSDGEWQLVLNVWGKVEADIPGHGQEVLIRLFKGHPETLEKFDKFKHLKSEDEMKASE 

 

Similarly, tail shows the last 10 lines of the file: 

$ tail myoglobins.fa 

>XP_020029521.1 myoglobin [Castor canadensis] 

MGLSDGEWQLVLKVWGKVEADLAGHGQEVLIRLFKGHPETLEKFDKFKHLKSEDEMKASE 

>XP_004743506.1 PREDICTED: myoglobin [Mustela putorius furo] 

MGLSDGEWQLVLNVWGKVEADLAGHGQAVLIR 

>XP_026887314.1 myoglobin isoform X1 [Electrophorus electricus] 

DLILKCWPPVEADYTGYGGAVLGRLFVEHPDTIKF 

>NP_564181.1 Low affinity potassium transport system protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] 

SEMGLSDEEWE 

>NP_001241758.1 dopamine beta-monooxygenase precursor [Zea mays] 

KIQADIPAHRGLGVFVLF 
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3.2.4 Wordcount and pipes 
We will now learn another very important command: wc, short for “wordcount”. It can tell us 

how many lines are in the myoglobins.fa file: 

$ wc myoglobins.fa 

Here the three numbers indicate how many lines, words, and bytes there are in the file, so 

there are 66 lines, 181 words, and 3346 bytes. 

Now, how many lines does head print by default? One solution is to count them by eye. 

Another solution is to redirect the output of head to a new file and run wc on it: 

$ head myoglobins.fa > header.fa 

$ wc header.fa 

10      26     530 

The same method, of course, would work for tail. 

On the other hand, you might get the feeling that it’s a little dirty to make an intermediate 

file just to run wc on it. 

 

And indeed, you are right. No need to generate extra files. There’s a way to avoid it using a 

technique called pipes, which uses the pipe symbol | to redirect the output not to 

a file, but to another program! 

$ head myoglobins.fa | wc 

10      26     530 

The reason this works is that the wc command, in addition to taking a filename as an 

argument, can (like many Unix programs) take input from “standard in” (compare to the echo 

“standard out” mentioned earlier), which in this case is the output of head 

myoglobins.fa. The wc program takes this input and counts it the same way it counts a 

file, yielding the same line, word, and byte counts as wc header.fa. 
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3.2.5 Exercises 
• By piping the results of tail myoglobins.fa through wc, confirm that (like 

head) the tail command outputs 10 lines by default. 

• By running man head, learn how to look at the first n lines of the file. By 

experimenting with different values of n, find a head command to print out just 

enough lines to display the first entry (title + sequence). 

• Is the FASTA file myoglobins.fa containing protein or nucleotide sequences? 

• (HARD) Using a combination of head, pipe and tail, print only the sequence of the 

first FASTA entry (no title). 

• One of the most useful applications of tail is running tail -f to view a file that’s 

actively changing. This is especially common when monitoring files used to log the 

activity of, e.g., web servers, a practice known as “tailing the log file”. To simulate the 

creation of a log file, run 

ping giorgilab.org 

The ping command simply checks if the web server is alive, which it should be if I 

remembered to pay the domain. Now, let’s kill this command (Ctrl-C is your friend) and 

redirect its output to a log file: 

ping giorgilab.org > logfile.log 

In a second tab (remember how to open it?), type the command to tail -f the log file. (At 

this point, both tabs will be stuck, so once you’ve gotten the gist of tail -f you should use 

your favourite command to get unstuck. 

 

3.3 Scrolling files with less 
UNIX provides two utilities for the common task of wanting to look at more than just the head 

or tail of a file. The older of these programs is called more, but there’s a more powerful 

variant called less. I know, UNIX people are so funny. The less program is easy enough to 

run: 

$ less myoglobins.fa 

The point of less is that it lets you navigate through the file in several useful ways, such as 

moving one line up or down with the arrow keys, pressing space bar to move a page down, 

pressing ⌃F to move forward a page (i.e., the same as spacebar) or ⌃B to move back a page. 

To quit less, type q (for “quit”). 

The most powerful aspect of less is the forward slash key /, which lets you search 

through the file from beginning to end. For example, suppose we wanted to search through 

myoglobins.fa for “Rat”, a model organism very much studied in Bioinformatics. 

Let’s reopen the file with less and look for Rat 
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$ less myoglobins.fa 

The way to do this in less is to type /Rat (read “slash Rat”). Be mindful that this is case-

sensitive. What do you find if you search for /rat ? 

In order to make the search case-insensitive, you can run less in case-insensitive mode 

(option -I , which is a capital i): 

$ less -I myoglobins.fa 

And then look for /rat 

You will now have two occurrences of it. You can navigate between matches using n (next) 

and shift-n (previous). 

With the HOME and END keys you can move at the beginning and at the end of the file. 

I encourage you to get in the habit of using less as your go-to utility for looking at the 

contents of a file. The man pages use the same interface as less, so by learning about less 

you’ll get better at navigating the man pages as well. 

Command Description Example 

up & down arrow 
keys 

Move up or down one line 

spacebar Move forward one page 

⌃F Move forward one page 

⌃B Move back one page 

END Move to end of file 

HOME Move to beginning of file 

/<string> Search file for string /sapiens 

n Move to next search result 

shift-n Move to previous search result 

P Move to the first search result 

q Quit less 

Recap of the less commands 

3.3.1 Exercises 
 

• Run less on myoglobins.fa Try with a sequence match, like the polypeptide VLNVWG, 

subpart of the myoglobin protein. In how many species do you find it? Hint: scroll 

through the hits using n 

• Compare your results from the exercise before with the command: 

grep VLNVWG myoglobins.fa 

Can you think of a way to count the number of hits of this command? 

• Because man uses less, we are now in a position to search man pages interactively. 

By searching for the string “sort” in the man page for ls, discover the option to sort 
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files by size. What is the command to display the long form of files sorted so the largest 

files appear at the bottom? 

• Since in our FASTA file we have small sequences occupying a single, how many 

different species are there in the myoglobins.fa file? Find the answer by using wc. 

• (HARD) Hidden inside your virtual UNIX you have a copy of the most recent version 

(hg38) of the Human genome. Open it with less and find the second chromosome. 
less hg38/assembly/GRCh38.primary_assembly.genome.fa 

 

3.4 Grepping 
One of the most powerful tools for inspecting file contents is grep, which probably stands 

for something, but it’s not important what. (We’ll actually mention it in a moment.) Indeed, 

grep is frequently used as a verb, as in “You should totally grep that file”. 

The most common use of grep is just to search for a substring in a file. Unlike less, who 

does searches within a file, allows you to visualize all the matches at once. For example, we 

could get all the headers in our myoglobin file. CAREFUL: “>” is the redirect character, so we 

have to put it in double quotes or we will overwrite myoglobins.fa! 

$ grep ">" myoglobins.fa 

Now, you should know that this FASTA uses NCBI database nomenclature. So, the sequence 

names have some meaning 

• NP: Reference Protein, experimentally validated 

• XP: Reference Protein, predicted 

• Anything else: not considered the representative sequence, due to lack of manual 

curation or evidence. 

We can of course pipe the results of grep into another file, like head or wc: 

$ grep ">" myoglobins.fa | head -n5 

$ grep ">" myoglobins.fa | wc 

Trick: you can use wc -l to count only the lines (sometimes it’s faster for bigger files). 

But, oh boy grep it’s so much more powerful than that. 
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3.4.1 Regular Expressions 

 

xkcd, issue 208 

The grep utility gets its name from a pattern-matching system called regular expressions 

(also called regexes for short): grep stands for “globally search a regular expression and 

print.” A full treatment of regular expressions is well beyond the scope of this tutorial, but 

before moving on we’ll sample just a small taste. 

As one simple example, let’s match every line in myoglobins.fa that has a sequence with the 

letter “D”, aka the Aspartic Acid aminoacid 

$ grep "D" myoglobins.fa 

Maybe we want only sequences beginning with the D (so we take care of the Ds in the titles): 

$ grep "^D" myoglobins.fa 

^ in regex world means “beginning of the line”. The opposite of ̂  is $ (end of the line), as here, 

to find all sequences ending with the Phenylalanine aminoacid “F” 

$ grep "F$" myoglobins.fa 

We can do more complicated searches, like all sequences having a Tryptophane “W” followed 

by any aminoacid and preceding a Tyrosine “Y” 

$ grep "W[A-Z]*Y" myoglobins.fa 

We can see this regular expression matches strings like WGPMEADY and WGSMEANY. 
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3.4.2 Grepping processes 
Something they never taught me at the University was how to kill a misbehaving program. 

Well, it turns out you can run grep on the currently active UNIX processes to visualize them, 

like the Windows Task Manager. And then yeah, kill them. 

The ps reports a snapshot of the current processes (i.e. running programs). 

$ ps 

Without options, ps is not very interesting, as it shows only processes attached to the current 

terminal. To see processes in the entire UNIX system just run: 

$ ps aux 

Wow, so many. Seems like a job for grep. Let’s find something to kill. 

Open a second tab and run a sleep program: 

$ sleep 5000 

Without closing it, go back to the first terminal tab and try to locate it with: 

$ ps aux | grep sleep 

Your output will actually have TWO hits: the sleep process, and the grep process itself, looking 

for sleep. Identify the correct process id (second column) associated to sleep and kill it. 

$ kill <NUMBERIDOFSLEEP_TYPETHENUMBER> 

And then check if it’s dead by going to the second tab or running again: 

$ ps aux | grep sleep 

Sometimes, kill won’t work. This program has several options and levels of aggressivity, 

the hardest of which is kill -9, which doesn’t ask the program to stop, it brutally removes 

it (only use it when in panic e.g.  when your Bioinformatics program is stealing all the RAM 

and has become unresponsive). 

Another way to show current processes is 

$ top 

or its evolution: 

$ htop 

 

3.4.3 Exercises 
• By searching man grep for “matching lines”, construct a command to find the line 

numbers in myoglobins.fa where we have experimentally validated proteins. The 

output should be identical to a combination of grep, pipe and wc -l 

• Let’s try to run grep on a huge file, like the Human genome, which we have at 

hg38/assembly/GRCh38.primary_assembly.genome.fa Try to: 
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o Print all FASTA titles from the file 

o Lots of them. You can pipe the output of the previous command into less 

o Even so, try to grep out only major chromosomes. How many do you see? Can 

you count them with with wc? 

• Of course, grep will work on any text file, not only FASTA. We have another file 

hidden in your virtual box, the annotation of the hg38 Human genome, i.e. the position 

of genes and other features on the genome. The file is here 

hg38/annotations/gencode.v28.annotation.gff3 (we will learn more 

about this GFF3 format it in future lessons). Can you 

o Visualize the size of the file 

o Is it too big for cat? If  you feel brave, try to open it with cat (remember the 

“how to get out of trouble” trick 

o Visualize it with a UNIX program more suited for big files 

o This GFF3 file has very long lines! Very confusing. But less has a -S option 

that can help 

o (HARD) Try to guess on which chromosome is located the human Myoglobin 

gene. This is hard because you need to know the gene symbol and look for a 

specific string format you can grep. Hint: https://www.genecards.org/ 

• At this point, you can read man pages better than anyone. Find the option in man 

grep that does an invert on the match and look for all sequences in myoglobins.fa 

that don’t have an M. 

o And then, using pipe, grep out sequences that don’t have a ">" header 

• Using the -n option of grep, check which line numbers don’t have a ">" header in 

myoglobins.fa 

3.5 Summary 
Important commands from this section are summarized in this table: 

Command Description Example 

curl Interact with URLs $ curl -O example.com 
$ curl -OL file.to.download.com 

wget Like curl -OL $ wget file.to.download.com 

which Locate a program on the path $ which curl 

sudo apt install Install a program $ sudo apt install curl 

head <file> Display first part of file $ head foo 

tail <file> Display last part of file $ tail bar 

wc <file> Count lines, words, bytes $ wc foo 

cmd1 | cmd2 Pipe cmd1 to cmd2 $ head foo | wc 

ping <url> Ping a server URL $ ping google.com 

less <file> View file contents interactively $ less foo 

grep <string> <file> Find string in file $ grep foo bar.txt 

grep -i <string> <file> Find case-insensitively $ grep -i foo bar.txt 

ps Show processes $ ps aux 

top/htop Show processes (sorted) $ htop 
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kill -<level> <pid> Kill a process $ kill -9 24601 

 

3.5.1 Exercises 
• The history command prints the history of commands in a particular terminal shell 

(subject to some limit, which is typically large). Pipe history to less to examine your 

command history. What was your 17th command? 

• By piping the output of history to wc, count how many commands you’ve executed so 

far. 

• One use of history is to grep your commands to find useful ones you’ve used before, 

with each command preceded by the corresponding number in the command history. By 

piping the output of history to grep, determine the number for the last occurrence 

of curl. 

• We learned about !! (“bang bang”) to execute the previous command. Similarly, !n 

executes command number n, so that, e.g., !17 executes the 17th command in the 

command history. Use the result from the previous exercise to re-run the last occurrence 

of curl. 

• What do the -O and -L options curl mean? Hint: Pipe the output of curl -h to less 

and search first for the string -O and then for the string -L. Or just use man curl. 
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4. Directories 
So far, we have done everything in the same folder, the ~ (tilde) or “home” and in your case 

specifically: 

/home/student 

We also ventured into subfolders with the Human genome exercises, but we never actually 

left home. 

Having examined many of UNIX utilities for dealing with files, the time has come to learn 

about directories, sometimes known by the synonym folders. As we’ll see, many of the ideas 

developed in the context of files also apply to directories, but there are many differences as 

well. 

4.1 Directory structure 

 

The structure of UNOX-style directories is typically indicated using a list of directory names 

separated by forward slashes, which we can combine with the ls command. This will list the 

first level of the structure, the “root”: 

$ ls / 

These two equivalent commands will list the contents of your home.  

$ ls /home/student 

$ ls ~ 

I have no idea how to type a ~ with an Italian keyboard layout, but no worries, we don’t need 

it now. The reason why ~ is the symbol of home is because the 1970s keyboards looked like 

this: 
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Nomenclature varies: /home/student/genomics2019 is read “home student 

genomics2019” or “slash home slash student slash genomics2019”. 

In addition to user directories in /home, every Unix system has system directories for the 

programs essential for the computer’s normal operation. Modifying system files or directories 

requires special powers granted only to the superuser, also known as root. 

We have played the role of superuser before, when we were installing curl: 

$ sudo apt install curl 

(password is still 4genomics4, write it down!). If you rerun the command, UNIX will tell you 

that curl is already installed. 

What if we tried to install it without sudo? 

$ apt install curl 

Did it work? 

Some commands and some files are protected and are exclusive prerogative of the superuser. 

The su command transforms you into the superuser, while sudo (“superuser do”) executes 

only the next command as superuser. 

Again, let’s try to create a file in a directory outside our home 

$ touch /opt/genomics.txt 

Argh. Permission denied. Let’s tell him we are the boss: 

$ sudo touch /opt/genomics.txt 
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sudo is required to prevent you to damage something important for the system, so you it 

carefully. Actually, you can delete your entire project and thesis even without sudo, so 

always be careful. 

4.1.1 Exercises 
• Run a wc the full path of myoglobins.fa and check if it’s the same results as 

running wc myoglobins.fa 

• Using ls with suitable options, find who is the owner of files in /home/student 

and /opt 

• Using ls with suitable options, try to identify the oldest directory in / 

4.2 Making Directories 
• So far in this lesson, we’ve created (and removed) a large number of text files. The 

time has finally come to make a directory to contain them. Although most modern 

operating systems include a graphical interface for this task, the Unix way to do it is 

with mkdir (short for “make directory”): 

$ mkdir text_files 

Having made the directory, we can move the text files there using a wildcard: 

$ mv *.txt text_files 

Let’s copy instead the myoglobins.fa file there. It’s technically a text file, but with a FASTA 

extension: 

$ cp myoglobins.fa text_files 

We can confirm the move worked by listing the directory: 

$ ls text_files/ 
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By default, running ls on a directory shows its contents, but we can show just the directory 

using the -d option: 

$ ls -d text_files/ 

This usage is especially common with the -l option: 

$ ls -ld text_files/ 

Finally, we can change directories using cd (“change directory”): 

$ cd text_files/ 

Well’done! You’ve just taken your first step into a larger World. 

 

No worries, you can always go back there: 

$ cd /home/student 

Note that cd typically supports tab completion, so we type this to go back to text_files. 

$ cd tex⇥ 

 

Tab is your friend! 

After running cd, we can confirm that we’re in the correct directory using the “print working 

directory” command, pwd, together with another call to ls: 

$ pwd 

/home/student/text_files 

$ ls 
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abomination.txt another.txt dante.txt genomics.txt myoglobins.fa sequence.txt testfile.txt 

These last steps of typing pwd to double-check the directory, and especially running ls to 

inspect the directory contents, are a matter of habit for many a grizzled command-line 

veteran. But since a few years, the directory is printed next to the prompt, so you won’t need 

it much in modern systems: 

 

4.2.1 Exercises 
• Try to create the directory /home/student/good/morning with mkdir 

• What is the option for making intermediate directories as required, so that you can 

create, e.g. /home/student/good/morning with a single command (i.e. 

without creating /home/student/good first)? Hint: Refer to the man page for mkdir. 

• Use the option from the previous exercise to make the directory 

/home/student/good/morning with a single command. 

• By piping the output of ls to grep, list everything that contains the letter “o” in the 

text_files directory you created before. 

Hint: if you are already in the correct folder, ls is enough (i.e. without specifying ls 

/home/student/text_files) 

4.3 Navigating directories 
We saw in the previous section how to use cd to change to a directory with a given name. 

This is one of the most common ways of navigating, but there are a couple of special forms 

worth knowing. 

The first is changing to the directory one level up in the hierarchy using cd .. (read “see-

dee dot-dot”): 

$ pwd 

/home/student/text_files 

$ cd .. 

$ pwd 

/home/student 

In this case, because /home/student is your home directory, we could have accomplished the 

same thing using cd by itself: 

$ cd /usr/bin 

$ pwd 

/usr/bin 

$ cd 

$ pwd 

/home/student 
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Th e reason this works is that cd by itself changes to the user’s home directory, wherever 

that is. This means that: 

$ cd 

and 

$ cd ~ 

are equivalent. 

When changing directories, it’s frequently useful to be able to specify the home directory 

somehow. For example, suppose we make a second directory and cd into it: 

$ pwd 

/home/student 

$ mkdir second_directory 

$ cd second_directory/ 

Now if we want to change to the text_files directory, we can cd to text_files via the home 

directory ~: 

$ cd text_files 

Error! Try: 

$ cd /home/student/text_files 

You can also specify a relative path to move. First we go to the second_directory using an 

absolute path: 

cd /home/student/second_directory 

And then we go to the text_files directory using a relative path (i.e. relative to where we are), 

specifically, up one level (with ..) and into the other subfolder: 

$ cd ../text_files 

 

Closely related to .. for “one directory up” is . (read “dot”) which means “the current 

directory”. You can use it (quite uselessly) to stay in the same directory: 

$ pwd 

/home/student/text_files 

$ cd . 

$ pwd 

/home/student/text_files 

 

The most common use of . is when moving or copying files to the current directory: 
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$ cd /home/student/second_directory 

$ ls ../text_files 

Let’s pick a file and copy it in this directory using “.” as destination: 

$ cp ../text_files/dante.txt . 

$ ls 

 

Another common use of “.” is in conjunction with the find command, which like grep is 

incredibly powerful, but in my own use it looks like this 99% of the time: 

$ cd 

$ find . -name '*.fa' 

In words, what this does is find files whose names match the pattern *.fa, starting in the 

current directory “.” and then in its subdirectories. The find utility is incredibly useful for 

finding a misplaced file at the command line. 

A final navigational command, and one of my personal favorites, is cd -, which cds to the 

previous directory, wherever it was: 

$ pwd 

/home/student/second_directory 

$ cd /home/student/Programs/Jalview/examples/groovy/ 

$ pwd 

/home/student/Programs/Jalview/examples/groovy/ 

$ cd - 

$ pwd 

/home/student/second_directory 

 

4.3.1 Advanced command combining 
It’s often convenient to combine commands at the command line, such as when installing 

software using the Unix programs configure and make, which often appear in the following 

sequence (do not run): 

 $ ./configure ; make ; make install 

This line runs the configure program from the current directory, and then runs both make 

(the compiler workflow) and make install (which finalizes the installation). (You are not 

expected to understand what these programs do, and indeed they won’t work on your system 

unless you happen to be in the directory of a program designed to be installed this way). What 

is important is that they are separated by the semicolon character ; so the three commands 

are run in sequence. 
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An even better way to combine commands is with the double-ampersand &&: 

$ ./configure && make && make install 

The difference is that commands separated by && run only if the previous command 

succeeded. In contrast, with ; all the commands will be run no matter what, which will cause 

an error in the likely case that subsequent commands depend on the results of the ones that 

precede them. 

You can concatenate also simpler commands, like: 

$ cd && echo "missed me?" > mss.txt && cd text_files && mv ../mss.txt . 

In that last command, we went to the home directory, created a mss.txt file, changed 

directory and moved the file into the directory. 

Another combo that should be run with && is: 

$ sudo apt update && sudo apt install htop 

That will attempt to re-install htop, but only if the repositories are updated correctly. 

 

4.3.2 Exercises 
• How do the effects of cd and cd ~ differ (or do they)? 

• How do the effect of cd and cd ~ may differ from cd /home/student? 

• Move to text_files, then move to second_directory using the “directory up” double dot 

operator .. twice. 

• From wherever you are, create an empty file called nil in text_files using whatever 

method you wish.  

o Move to a different directory 

o Remove nil from the previous exercise without changing directory again 

• Run the xdg-open command on the myoglobins.fa file, using its absolute path 

location 

• With cd and ls, navigate the mysterious /home/student/genomics2019 and visualize 

a FASTQ file hidden there (???.fastq). What are the last four letters of the file? What 

kind of file is this? 

• Find the same file using find as a helper. 

 

4.4 Renaming, copying, and deleting directories 
The commands for renaming, copying, and deleting directories are similar to those for files 

(Section 2), but there are some subtle differences worth noting. The command with the least 

difference is mv, which works just as it does for files: 

$ cd 

$ mkdir wrong 
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$ mv wrong/ right/ 

$ cd wrong/ 

-bash: cd: wrong: No such file or directory 

$ cd right/ 

Here the error message indicates that the mv worked: there is no file or directory called 

wrong. (The word bash refers to the shell being run, in this case the “Bourne Again SHell”.) 

The only minor subtlety is that the trailing slashes (which are typically added automatically by 

tab completion) are optional. I.e. these two commands: 

$ cd right 

and 

$ cd right/ 

are identical. 

When copying files, you also need to include the -r option (for “recursive”). For example, to 

copy the contents of the text_files directory to the directory right, we use the command: 

$ cd 

$ cd right/ 

$ cp -r ../text_files . 

$ ls 

text_files 

Note that we’ve used .. to make a relative path, going up one directory and then into 

text_files. To copy the files contained in the directory, rather than the directory itself, we 

should use the wildcard *: 

$ cp -r ../text_files/* . 

$ ls 

 

Renaming (moving) and copying directories use the same mv and cp commands used for files. 

But let’s try removing a directory with rm: 

$ rm second_directory 

rm: cannot remove 'second_directory/': Is a directory 

For directories we have a dedicated command called rmdir. In my experience, though, it 

rarely works, as seen here: 

$ cd 

$ rmdir second_directory 
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rmdir: failed to remove 'second_directory/': Directory not empty 

The error message here is what will happen 99% of the times you will try to remove 

directories, because rmdir requires the directory to be empty. A safety measure I suppose. 

You can of course empty it by hand (using rm repeatedly or with wildcards), but this is 

frequently inconvenient, and I almost always use the more powerful (but much more 

dangerous) “remove recursive force” command rm -rf, which removes a directory, its files, 

and any subdirectories without confirmation. 

$ rm -rf second_directory/ 

$ ls second_directory 

ls: second_directory: No such file or directory 

So long, second_directory. 

As the error message from ls indicates (“No such file or directory”), our use of rm -rf 

succeeded in removing the directory. 

The powerful command rm -rf is too convenient to ignore, but remember: “With great power 

comes great responsibility”  

 

Spiderman understands how to use the power of rm -rf responsibly. 

4.5 Grepping in subdirectories 
Now that we know a little about directories, we are in a position to add a useful grep 

variation to our toolkit from section 3. As with cp and rm, grep takes a “recursive” option -r, 

which in this case greps through a directory’s files and the files in its subdirectories. This is 

incredibly useful when you’re looking for a string in a file somewhere in a hierarchy of 

directories, but you’re not sure where the file is. Here’s the setup, which puts the word 

“Mammuthus primigenius” in a file called species.txt: 

$ cd 

$ cd text_files/ 

$ mkdir foo 

$ cd foo/ 

$ echo Mammuthus primigenius > species.txt 
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$ cd 

The final cd puts us back in the home directory. Suppose we now want to find the file 

containing “Mammuthus primigenius”. 

As we know, it will work for a file in this directory: 

$ grep Mammuthus myoglobins.fa 

But it won’t work in subdirectories: 

$ grep Mammuthus text_files 

grep: text_files: Is a directory 

Here grep’s error message indicates that the command didn’t work, but adding -r does the 

trick: 

$ grep -r Mammuthus text_files 

Because case rarely matters, I recommend making a habit of adding the -i option when 

grepping recursively. 

$ grep -ri mAmMuthUs text_files 

 

Spongebob needs the case-insensitive grep -i 

 

Also, we can look in the entire current folder with “.” Try it, but it may take forever, because 

it will search also the huge genome files in hg38. Ctrl-C is your friend. 

$ grep -r Mammuthus . 

Armed with grep -ri, we are now equipped to find strings of our choice in arbitrarily deep 

hierarchies of directories. 

4.5.1 Exercises 
• Make a directory foo with a subdirectory bar, then rename the subdirectory to baz 

• Copy all the files in text_files, with directory, into baz. 

• Copy all the files in text_files, without directory, into bar. 

• Remove foo and everything in it using a single command. 
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• (HARD) find the mystery.fa and mystery2.fa sequences within 

/home/student/genomics2019/seqs 

o concatenate them into a single file called mystery3.fa 

o open mystery3.fa with xdg-open  

o copy/paste the sequences into BLAST 

o Which BLAST to use? 

o Find out which sequences are these (hint: there are two separated results 

because we gave two input sequences). 

 

4.6 Summary 
Important commands from this section: 

Command Description Example 

mkdir <name> Make directory with name $ mkdir foo 

pwd Print working directory $ pwd 

cd <dir> Change to <dir> $ cd foo/ 

cd ~/<dir> cd relative to home $ cd ~/foo/ 

cd Change to home directory $ cd 

cd - Change to previous directory $ cd && pwd && cd - 

. The current directory $ cp ~/foo.txt . 

.. One directory up $ cd .. 

../.. Two directories up $ cd ../.. 

find Find files & directories $ find . -name foo*.* 

cp -r <old> <new> Copy recursively $ cp -r ~/foo . 

rmdir <dir> Remove (empty) dir $ rmdir foo/ 

rm -rf <dir> Remove dir & contents $ rm -rf foo/ 

grep -ri <string> <dir> Grep recursively (case-
insensitive) 

$ grep -ri foo bar/ 

 

4.6.1 Exercises 
• Remove the directory /home/student/foo, if it exists 

• Starting in your home directory, execute a single command-line command to make a 

directory foo, move into it with cd, create a file bar with content "baz", print out bar’s 

contents, and then cd back to the directory you came from. Hint: Combine the 

commands with &&. 

• What happens when you run the previous command again? How many of the 

commands executed? Why? 
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• Explain why the command rm -rf / is unbelievably dangerous, and why you should 

never type it into a terminal window, not even as a joke. 

o What does it miss to actually be dangerous? 
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5. Conclusions 
Congratulations! You’ve officially learned enough UNIX command line to be considered a 

promising young Bioinformatician. Of course, this is only one step on a longer journey, both 

toward command-line excellence and UNIX wizardry. 

In the next lessons, we will use extensively what we learned in the first part, as we venture 

deeper in solving Genomics problems using Bioinformatics. 
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